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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        UQ Stories        You can now listen to your favourite Contact stories.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Digital editions        Feeling nostalgic? Revisit our digital editions of Contact. 
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                              The people's Governor


                                  

      As he prepares to hand over the keys to Government House after seven esteemed years in office, Contact sat down with His Excellency the Honourable Paul de Jersey AC CVO to reflect on the highlights of his term and the legacy he leaves.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Powering the Indigenous economy


                                  

      October marks Indigenous Business Month, a time to celebrate the many forms of power that Indigenous economies generate as part of everyday business.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              The science of positivity


                                  

      Expert UQ alumni discuss how to commit to positivity: what's the negativity bias and how can we overcome it? How can we build resilience when we face tough hurdles in life? And how can we cultivate gratitude for ourselves and our lives?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Helping children develop healthy screen time habits


                                  

      We’re living in a digital age, and children need to learn how to be safe online and manage screen time and social media use. Associate Professor Karen Turner from UQ’s Parenting and Family Support Centre shares some tips for helping children develop healthy screen time habits.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              ChangeMakers - your chance to engage


                                  

      If you haven’t yet seen it, I can highly recommend the ChangeMakers event on the Science of Positivity.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Wild ambition.


                                  

      'Scientist. Journalist. Innovator.' That’s how science communicator and all-round passionate advocate for the natural world Kirsten Slemint (Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Journalism ’19) describes herself.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              How to get the best lawn on the street – it’s not just about watching grass grow


                                  

      Cultivating the perfect patch has become an obsession for some, with online communities of ‘lawn fanatics’ and ‘lawn porn’ enthusiasts turning up their excitement offline, as they vie for the title of best lawn in the street.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Who owns our virtual legacy after we’re gone?


                                  

      One day, someone will have to sort through all the ‘stuff’ we leave behind, both physical and virtual. So, who decides what happens to our online memories when we’re no longer here to curate them?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              How can the Gold Coast recover from the COVID-19 pandemic?


                                  

      Three UQ researchers joined alumnus and ABC journalist Bern Young as part of UQ’s Regional Roadshow to discuss the Gold Coast’s roadmap to post-COVID recovery.
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                              University Regiment graduates in spotlight in 70th year


                                  

      

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              UQ athletes claim Commonwealth Games gold
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    Connecting you with news from UQ's Indigenous community






    


      



  


  
    

    
    
        
      
    

	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.








    


      





  


  














    
        
      
    
Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...


        

          


      











  



  

  

  


  

  
    
      
      
      
        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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